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Ultralight anisotropic foams from layered aligned
carbon nanotube sheets†

Shaghayegh Faraji,a Kelly L. Stano,a Ozkan Yildiz,a Ang Li,a Yuntian Zhub and
Philip D. Bradford*a

In this work, we present large scale, ultralight aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) structures which have den-

sities an order of magnitude lower than CNT arrays, have tunable properties and exhibit resiliency after

compression. By stacking aligned sheets of carbon nanotubes and then infiltrating with a pyrolytic carbon

(PyC), resilient foam-like materials were produced that exhibited complete recovery from 90% compres-

sive strain. With density as low as 3.8 mg cm−3, the foam structure is over 500 times less dense than bulk

graphite. Microscopy revealed that PyC coated the junctions among CNTs, and also increased CNT

surface roughness. These changes in the morphology explain the transition from inelastic behavior to

foam-like recovery of the layered CNT sheet structure. Mechanical and thermal properties of the foams

were tuned for different applications through variation of PyC deposition duration while dynamic mecha-

nical analysis showed no change in mechanical properties over a large temperature range. Observation of

a large and linear electrical resistance change during compression of the aligned CNT/carbon (ACNT/C)

foams makes strain/pressure sensors a relevant application. The foams have high oil absorption capacities,

up to 275 times their own weight, which suggests they may be useful in water treatment and oil spill

cleanup. Finally, the ACNT/C foam’s high porosity, surface area and stability allow for demonstration of

the foams as catalyst support structures.

1. Introduction

Fabrication of macroscopic assemblies of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) such as vertically aligned arrays,1 strands and yarns,2

aligned sheets,3 buckypapers4 and aerogels,5 is of critical
importance to understand and realize their practical appli-
cations.6 Among those assemblies, CNT-based foams, aerogels
and sponges have been studied widely due to their appli-
cations in energy absorption materials,7–9 filtration and
separation,10–12 sensors,13 supercapacitors and batteries.14

Controlling the microstructure and porosity of these foams
and aerogels allows for tuning the properties to better demon-
strate their potential as functional materials. This has been
done by variation of the carbon source injection rate in CNT
sponges fabricated though CVD13,15 while other studies have
shown tunable mechanical properties through pyrolytic carbon
(PyC) infiltration for different time periods.16,17

Despite increasing interest in porous and low-density CNT
structures in recent years, there have only been a few fabrica-
tion routes for these materials. Carbon nanotube aerogels are
typically created through wet-processing techniques.18–24 Com-
monly, a three-dimensional network of CNTs in solution
(a hydrogel) is formed first and the liquid component is
further removed through critical-point-drying or freeze-drying
without collapsing the preformed network structure. These
methods are time-consuming and can cause agglomerations
within the CNT structure. Structures typically referred to as
nanotube foams and sponges are generally fabricated using a
single step chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method in which,
with slight modification to growth parameters such as carbon
source type or catalyst treatment, either vertically aligned CNT
array foams25,26 or randomly distributed CNT sponges27,28 can
be formed. Fabrication of CNT sponge/array composite archi-
tectures using CVD has also been reported recently by Gui
et al.7–9 In this work we demonstrate a new approach for fabri-
cation of CNT foams by stacking aligned sheets of CNTs,
drawn from spinnable nanotube arrays, and further infiltrating
the stacked sheet assembly with PyC. Although the idea of dry,
continuous drawing of CNTs for production of yarns, fibers
and aligned sheets has been studied before,2,3,29–33 there has
not been any reported CNT foam structures created by this
method. CNT arrays are so far the only aligned foam structure
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of nanotubes reported, however, limitations in the maximum
achievable CNT length of these arrays make it difficult to study
their anisotropic properties. Unlike other methods, which have
limitations regarding the thickness or the overall size of CNT
foams, our novel fabrication process allows for synthesis of
aligned CNT foam structures with any desired size, which
makes it possible to measure their properties in two direc-
tions. Alignment of nanotubes resulted in anisotropic mecha-
nical and thermal behavior of the foams, and variation in PyC
coating duration allows for synthesis of ACNT/C foams with
controlled microstructure, morphology and properties. Appli-
cation of these CNT foams as pressure/strain sensors, thermal
insulation, catalyst supports and oleophilic foams for water
treatment are all investigated in this work.

2. Experimental
2.1. MWCNT synthesis

Vertically aligned CNT arrays were grown in a tube furnace via
a modified version of the chlorine mediated chemical vapor
deposition route.34 The arrays were grown on a quartz sub-
strate at 760 °C and 3 Torr with acetylene as the carbon pre-
cursor and FeCl2 (anhydrous 99.5% VWR) as the catalyst. The
arrays were grown for 15 minutes under the flow of acetylene
(600 sccm), argon (395 sccm) and chlorine (5 sccm). A detailed
procedure of the growth method is explained in previous
work.35

2.2. Fabrication of the ACNT/C foam

Aligned CNT sheets were drawn from arrays and continuously
collected around two rotating parallel glass rods to make flat
foam pieces. CNT winding continued until the desired sheet
thickness was reached. Collecting the sheets around two
small, suspended glass rods instead of a large mandrel helped
the stack of aligned CNT sheets to be less compacted, resulting
in a macro-porous structure. A video of the winding process is
provided in the ESI.† The sheets were then separated from the
glass rods using a razor and then placed inside the tube
furnace for CVI of PyC. Samples were heated in tube furnace
and at 800 °C in vacuum. Acetylene was then allowed to flow at
600 sccm while the pressure was maintained at 30 Torr during
the desired deposition time of 60 or 120 minutes. Foam size
was only limited by the CVI chamber size.

2.3. Material characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted on a FEI
XHR-Verios 460L field emission SEM (with 1 kV beam voltage
and 6.3 pA beam current). All samples were used as prepared
without sputtering.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
taken using a JEOL 2000FX TEM operating at 200 kV. To
prepare the samples, a small piece of ACNT/C foam was dis-
persed in ethanol through sonication and a droplet of the dis-
persion was further deposited on a carbon mesh TEM grid and
allowed to dry. The average diameter of pristine and PyC

coated nanotubes were calculated by taking 100 measurements
from TEM images for each sample using ImageJ software.

2.4. Mechanical, electrical and thermal measurements

Compression testing was performed on an Instron 5544
equipped with a 100 N load cell and two flat insulating plates.
Compressive load was applied either longitudinal or transverse
to CNTs alignment direction. Prior to compression testing, a
laser cutter (Epilog mini/helix-model 8000) was used to cut the
samples into small pieces. Longitudinal samples were cut into
15 × 15 × 5 mm pieces where CNTs were aligned in thickness
direction. For transverse samples, foams with dimensions of
15 × 15 × 15 mm were cut where nanotube layers were stacked
in the Z direction. All samples were tested for 100 cycles from
0–90% compressive strain at a rate of 10 mm min−1.

Four-probe electrical resistance of the foams was also moni-
tored in situ while compressing the samples. Two pieces of
copper foil were used as electrodes and silver epoxy glue was
applied to adhere the foam to the copper foils. Copper wires
were then soldered to the copper foil electrodes.

Dynamic mechanical analysis (PerkinElmer DMA 8000) was
used to measure storage modulus, loss modulus and damping
ratio of the ACNT/C foams at temperature −100 to 300 °C.
Foams were compressed with a frequency of 1 Hz while DMA
head displacement was 0.025 mm.

Room temperature thermal diffusivity was measured in
both longitudinal and transverse directions by laser flash
measurement technique in a Netzsch laser flash apparatus
(LFA447). Longitudinal and transverse samples were cut into
12.7 × 12.7 × 2.5 mm pieces using the laser cutter. Prior to
testing, a thin layer of graphite was sprayed on both sides of
the samples in order to enhance the absorption of laser energy
and emission of infrared (IR) radiation to the detector.

2.5. ALD of ZnO and photodeposition process

ALD of ZnO was performed in a custom built, hot-wall, viscous
flow reactor at a temperature of 120 °C, and an operating
pressure of 1 Torr. The metallorganic precursor used was di-
ethylzinc (DEZ) (95% Strem Chemicals, Inc.), and the oxidizing
agent was high purity water (Sigma Aldrich). Ultra-high purity
N2 (Machine Welders) was used as the carrier gas with a flow
rate of approximately 200–300 sccm.

The ALD process began with an N2 purge of 600 seconds
followed by a DEZ dose, N2 purge, H2O dose, and N2 purge.
The dosing sequence was repeated for 100 cycles, after which
there was a final N2 purge for 120 seconds. The dose and
purge times used in this particular study were DEZ/N2/H2O/N2

= 0.4/30/0.2/60 s.
Photodeposition of Ag onto ZnO-coated ACNT/C foams was

conducted by first submerging samples in petri dishes con-
taining 30 mL of a stock solution of 1 × 10−3 M AgNO3 in
water. Photoreduction was carried out by exposing the petri
dishes to a high-power UVA irradiation source (Intelli-Ray 400,
∼75 mW cm−2) for 30 minutes.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. The ACNT/C foam preparation

Vertically aligned CNT arrays were grown on quartz substrate
using a low pressure, chlorine mediated CVD method. The
pristine CNT arrays could be easily drawn horizontally into
aligned sheets (Fig. 1A). Continuous collection of aligned
sheets around rotating glass rods allowed for fabrication of
CNT structures with any desired thickness (Fig. 1B). Each
wound sheet layer added approximately 30 µm to the thickness
of the structure and a 9.5 × 6 × 2.5 cm piece of stacked aligned
CNT sheets could be easily drawn from one CNT array
(Fig. 1C). As-drawn aligned CNT structures were not elastic and
were permanently deformed after compression. The stack of
aligned CNT sheets was then infiltrated with PyC for the desired
deposition time of 60 or 120 minutes. These samples are referred
to as 60-C and 120-C, respectively. Interestingly, the structural
and morphological changes after PyC infiltration made them
resilient, exhibiting shape recovery after compression. As a result,
ACNT/C foams could be compressed into a pellet and almost
fully recover from deformations as large as 90% after removal of
the external stress. This type of coating has also been found to
similarly increase the elasticity of CNT aerogels.36

This fabrication method is highly unique in that, unlike
most other routes, the size of the foams is not limited. Side by
side drawing of a number of arrays into aligned sheet allows
for fabrication of wider pieces, while placing the rotating glass
rods further from each other increases the length of the final
piece. Thickness of the foams is controlled by adjusting the
duration of drawing process. Density of as-drawn stacked CNT
sheets was 1.6 mg cm−3, but increased to 3.8 and 9.2 mg cm−3

after 60 and 120 minutes of PyC infiltration, respectively. This
increase in density corresponds to volume fraction rise from
0.0008 to 0.0019 and 0.0046, yielding porosity >99%.

3.2. Effects of morphological changes on resiliency of ACNT/
C foams

Fig. 2 shows SEM and TEM images of as-drawn CNTs and
ACNT/C foams. The highly porous structure allows for gas
infiltration into the CNT network and uniform PyC coating
throughout the stacked sheet thickness was observed. The
core–shell structure of PyC coated nanotubes is clear in Fig. 2C
and E where the cross section of the coated nanotubes is
shown. Measurements from TEM images showed that CNT
diameters increased, on average from 31 nm to 78 nm and
148 nm after 60 and 120 minutes PyC coating, respectively.

Comparing TEM images of samples 60-C and 120-C
revealed that the deposited PyC becomes more disordered as
the coating increases in thickness. This was also reported in
previous studies of PyC coated CNTs.37–39 A recent study of
pristine and PyC coated CNT sheets38 showed that increasing
PyC coating duration increases the average ratio of disordered

Fig. 1 (A) Drawing and winding of ACNT sheet. (B) A thick, multi-layer
ACNT sheet before separation from the glass rods. (C) A large ACNT/C
foam after infiltration with PyC.

Fig. 2 SEM (left) and TEM (right) characterization of samples. (A,B) As-
spun CNT sheets. (C,D) 60-C foam and (E,F) 120-C foam.
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to graphitic carbon (ID/IG), as evidenced from Raman
microscopy analysis. This indicates that infiltrating CNT sheets
with PyC increases the structural disorder and imperfections.

Perhaps the most apparent change to the structure after
PyC deposition was an increase in CNTs surface roughness.
Bradford et al.16 related this increase in surface roughness to
the improved elasticity of CNT arrays after carbon deposition.
When compressing an as-drawn CNT structure, the van der
Waals interactions among smooth walls of nanotubes at
points of contact is substantial. Thus, the structure will
remain permanently deformed even after the compressive load
is removed. If the surface roughness of the CNTs increases
through chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) of PyC, van der
Waals interactions among nanotubes decreases, allowing for
separation of CNTs inside the foam and recovery of the struc-
ture as the compressive load is removed. Another structural
change that can contribute to the resiliency of CNT sheets after
carbon infiltration is the formation of PyC coated CNT junc-
tions. As shown in SEM images, CNTs in as-drawn sheets are
mostly aligned in spinning direction with some points of
contact (bundles) between nanotubes in the same or neighbor-
ing layers. During CVI post treatment, deposited PyC layers coat
these CNT junctions, increasing tube–tube integrity, which
resulted in greater structural stability under compression.

In other words, physical cross-links, in the form of PyC coated
junctions, are introduced into the structure through carbon
infiltration to freeze-in or reinforce the original sheet state.

3.3. Mechanical behaviour

Anisotropic CNT/C foams can be compressed in transverse or
longitudinal directions, yielding significantly different mecha-
nical behavior. Mechanical properties of ACNT/C foams could
also be tuned for specific applications through varying PyC
coating duration. Foams with shorter PyC deposition were
compressed more easily than samples with longer PyC infiltra-
tion. All samples were tested for 100 cycles at 90% strain.

This strain range covers the initial linear region and also
shows the plateau and the strain hardening behavior. Fig. 3
shows compressive loading-unloading curves for ACNT/C
foams with different PyC treatment durations tested in two
directions. When compressed in the transverse direction, 60-C
foam exhibited a stress of 2.4 kPa at 80% strain. The higher
density foam, made with 120 minutes of PyC infiltration,
showed more than a 3-fold increase in strength at the same
80% strain. Both foams showed complete shape and structural
recovery from the applied stress. During subsequent com-
pression cycles, slow accumulation of permanent compressive
deformation resulted in 4.4% and 5.4% residual strain for
60-C and 120-C foams, respectively.

The ACNT/C foams exhibited different mechanical pro-
perties when samples were tested parallel to nanotube align-
ment direction. On the first cycle, compressive strength of
both 60-C and 120-C foams at 80% strain was approximately
three times greater. For all the samples, further densification
of nanotube structure at strain values above 80% resulted in a
rapid increase of the modulus.

When the longitudinal structures were compressed, energy
absorption and associated energy dissipation (area of the hys-
teresis loops) were much greater than transversely compressed
samples. The energy absorption also increased with increased
PyC coating duration.

As shown in Fig. 3A, energy absorption of the foams com-
pressed longitudinally increased and reached about 1150 kJ
m−3 after 120 minutes of PyC infiltration. This is three times
greater than the energy absorption of the same foam and more
than 14 times greater than that of 60-C foam when they were
compressed in the transverse direction. The 120-C foam dissi-
pated 626 kJ m−3 energy in the initial compression cycle when
compressed in longitudinal direction, which is 25% greater
than that of recently reported CNT aerogels.24

Significant hysteresis loops for the longitudinal samples
during compression testing provided energy loss coefficients
(dissipated energy divided by absorbed energy) of 0.47 and
0.54 in the first cycle for 60-C and 120-C foam, respectively.
This is comparable to those of integrated random-aligned
carbon nanotube layers (0.64),9 carbon nanotube sponges
(0.68)8 and molecularly intercalated nano-flakes (0.55).40

Energy loss coefficients of both samples decreased to ∼0.40
and was nearly constant after ten cycles.

The observed mechanical behavior (strengthening of the
ACNT/C foam by increasing PyC infiltration duration) can be
attributed to increased diameter of the nanotubes and also
improved stability between CNTs at points of junction. Radial
growth of nanotubes through depositing PyC layers increases
the critical load required for bending them. While this factor
is more important when compressing ACNT/C foams longi-
tudinal to CNT alignment direction, coating nanotube junc-
tions with PyC improves the compression strength in both
directions.

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was used to further
study the elastic properties of ACNT/C foams. Storage
modulus, loss modulus and damping ratio of the foams were
stable over a large temperature range of −100 to 300 °C. This
stability is particularly useful in extreme temperature con-
ditions where traditional polymeric foams are subject to
thermal transitions, which dramatically change the mecha-
nical properties. While the DMA instrument capability was
limited to 300 °C, previous studies on PyC coated CNTs
showed that these structures are stable up to 600 °C before
degradation starts.38

Storage modulus of the ACNT/C foam increased by one
order of magnitude when PyC infiltration duration increased
from 60 minutes to 120 minutes. No data was collected for the
foams in transverse direction due to limitation of the load cell
in the DMA. Fig. 4B shows the DMA results for longitudinally
compressed 120-C foam.

3.4. Thermal properties

Thermal diffusivity of ACNT/C foams was measured both
longitudinal and transverse to nanotube alignment direction.
Longitudinal diffusivity of 60-C foam was ∼40 mm2 s−1 when
measured at room temperature and pressure. This value is
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Fig. 3 Compression behavior of ACNT/C foams. Schematic illustration of the samples for longitudinal (A) and transverse (B) compression testing
with photographs showing foams before and after 100 cycles of compression. Compression loading–unloading curves of 60-C foam (C,D) and
120-C foam (E,F) tested in both directions.

Fig. 4 (A) Energy absorption of ACNT/C at increasing cycle number. (B) DMA data for 120-C foam tested longitudinally.
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comparable to measured diffusivity of CNT arrays and
bundles,41–44 but is twice that of the CNT/C composite
reported by Gong et al.45 and is more than 10 times greater
than diffusivity of nanoporous CNT sponge.46 Increasing PyC
coating duration to 120 minutes decreased the diffusivity of
the foam by nearly half. It is known that phonons and
vibrations of the crystal lattice play a dominant role in thermal
transport of carbon materials. Interactions between phonons
and structural imperfections decrease the phonon mean free
path and increase their scattering.47 Therefore, it is expected
that 120-C, having a more disordered structure, would exhibit
lower diffusivity. The anisotropic ACNT/C foams exhibited
much lower thermal diffusivity in transverse direction: ∼4 and
9 mm2 s−1 for 60-C and 120-C samples, respectively.

Thermal conductivity of ACNT/C foams was estimated from
thermal diffusivity (α), specific heat (Cp), and density (ρ) and
by using the equation λ = α × ρ × Cp. Specific heat capacity of
CNTs is reported to be very close to that of graphite at temp-
eratures below 300 °K.48 Assuming that Cp of PyC coated CNTs
is equal to that of pure nanotubes, the specific heat of graphite
at the corresponding temperature (710 J kg−1 K−1) was used for
PyC coated CNTs in the calculations. The thermal conductivity
of 60-C and 120-C foams in longitudinal direction was calcu-
lated as 0.107 and 0.133 Wm−1 K−1, respectively.

Due to much lower diffusivity of foams in transverse direc-
tion, the estimated thermal conductivities were an order of
magnitude lower in that direction and were calculated to be
only 0.026 and 0.027 Wm−1 K−1 for 60-C and 120-C samples,
respectively. The super-low thermal conductivities of ACNT/C
foams is due to their extremely low densities, as well as their
low thermal diffusivities (especially in transverse direction).
This thermal conductivity is much lower compared to other
CNT macrostructures.46,49–51 In fact, it is close to the lower
limit of thermal conductivities of commercial thermal insula-
tion materials (0.02–0.07 Wm−1 K−1). The combination of
super-low thermal conductivity of ACNT/C foams along with
their high temperature stability, could lead to their use as
improved insulation for high temperature applications.

It is known that high temperature heat treatments help to
remove structural defects and improve crystalline quality in

carbon materials.52,53 Raman spectroscopy studies on the gra-
phitic structure of similar PyC coated CNT sheets have shown
that the average ID/IG of the samples decrease after high temp-
erature heat treatment.38 Also, increase in lattice stack size or
crystallite size (Lc) after high temperature annealing have been
reported previously.38,45 To study the effect of annealing on
thermal conductivity of ACNT/C foams, samples were heat
treated in a high temperature furnace (RED DEVIL vacuum
furnace WEBB 124) at 2150 °C for five hours in an argon
atmosphere. Results showed that after thermal annealing,
longitudinal diffusivity of 60-C and 120-C along the nanotube
axis increased to 105 and 60 mm2 s−1, respectively. This indi-
cates that high temperature heat treatment enhanced the
micro-crystallite size and graphitic quality of ACNT/C foams,
resulting in fewer scattering centers for phonon propagation
and greater thermal diffusivity. Improvement in diffusivity
after heat treatment was smaller in transverse direction com-
pared to that of longitudinal direction. This was expected
since the low diffusivity of ACNT/C foams in transverse direc-
tion was mainly due to limited heat diffusion through the air,
which separates the CNT layers. After high temperature anneal-
ing the foams became more anisotropic with a 10× difference
in the thermal conductivity between longitudinal and trans-
verse directions.

Fig. 5 summarizes the thermal diffusivity of 60-C and 120-C
foams in both directions, before and after high temperature
heat treatment.

3.5. Strain/pressure sensors

Application of electrically conductive and compressible
carbonaceous materials as pressure or strain sensors has been
demonstrated previously.13,21,22,26,54–57 Here, the dependence
of electrical resistance of the foams to applied pressure was
investigated in situ as the ACNT/C foams were compressed up
to ∼90% in both directions. A schematic of the setup for the
in situ measurement of electrical resistance during com-
pression is shown in Fig. 6. The starting resistance of the 60-C
foam for transverse configuration with no load was 10.7 Ω.
Under applied compressive loading, compaction of the adja-
cent CNT sheet layers caused the normalized electrical resist-

Fig. 5 Thermal diffusivity of ACNT/C foams in transverse and longitudinal direction before (A) and after (B) high temperature heat treatment.
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ance (R/R0) to decrease linearly and dramatically, until reaching
about 15% of the initial value. Following unloading of the com-
pressive force, complete recovery of the electrical resistance was
observed. This behavior was consistent over 100 cycles of
loading and unloading (Fig. 6C). 120-C foam had a lower start-
ing electrical resistance of 8.2 Ω and showed a similar resistance
change behavior upon cyclic transverse compression.

Longitudinal compression of the foams showed non-linear
and less dramatic changes in resistance (Fig. 6D and F). This
is because in the longitudinal direction, electrons are mainly
travelling along the length of nanotubes and thus, resistance
of the foams is less sensitive to developing contact points
between CNTs during compression. In comparison, electron

transfer in the transverse direction almost completely depends
on CNT–CNT contact points and resistance is more sensitive
to applied compression. Another reason is the distinct behav-
ior of the foams in longitudinal compression compared to
transverse. Under transverse loading, nanotubes exhibit
uniform compressibility as an ensemble and collective densifi-
cation of them leads to linear change in normalized resistance.
However, under longitudinal compression, CNTs are bent in a
random fashion. Our results showed that the normalized
resistance of the 60-C foam changed only 30%, up to 75%
strain.

After that, a faster decrease in resistance occurs at higher
strain values (>75%), where CNT foams are compressed

Fig. 6 Illustration of sample setup for two-probe electrical resistance measured in situ for (A) longitudinal and (B) transverse compression. Changes
in electrical resistance for 60-C foam (C,D) and 120-C foam (E,F) tested in two directions.
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enough that more contact points are formed between CNTs.
This causes a non-linear change in normalized resistance for
samples compressed in the longitudinal direction. The combi-
nation of excellent compressive recovery and high electrical
sensitivity to compression, make ACNT/C foams a great candi-
date for large displacement strain/pressure sensors.

3.6. Catalyst supports

Given their high surface area as well as good chemical and
physical stability, ACNT/C foams are excellent catalyst support
materials. Zinc oxide, a technologically important wide band
gap semiconductor with photocatalytic properties, was confor-
mally deposited onto the ACNT/C foams using atomic layer
deposition (ALD).

To demonstrate the catalytic behaviour of the ZnO-ACNT/C
hybrid, photoreduction of Ag was carried out by submerging
the samples in a dilute aqueous solution of AgNO3 and
placing them under a UV lamp. After 30 minutes of UV
exposure, an obvious color change from black to silver indi-
cated a dense coating of Ag. This was also verified in SEM
images provided in Fig. 7. As is seen in Fig. 7C, silver was
photoreduced and deposited at the surface of the foams in
form of random flakes. A higher magnification SEM image in
Fig. 7D shows the rough surfaces of the ZnO coated ACNT/C
foam. The background of the image is the deposited silver
flake.

These images show that while the ALD ZnO layer forms a
conformal coating on every carbon coated nanotube, silver is
deposited as flakes on the surface of the foams. Foams
without the ZnO coating did not remove any silver from solu-
tion. Photodeposition of Ag on the surface of ACNT/C foams

demonstrates the ability to use these foams as low density
catalyst support materials that are dimensionally stable when
submerged in liquids.

3.7. Selective liquid absorption

ACNT/C foams are highly hydrophobic with contact angle of
∼150° but posses high absorption capacities for organic sol-
vents and oils.

The surface energy difference between the foam and the
liquids creates this difference in wetting behaviour. The ACNT/
C foams are highly porous and do not support wetting of high
surface energy liquids like water. However, non-polar liquids
typically have a very low surface energy and so they readily wet
the foam surface and absorb into the structure. Absorption
capacities, Q (the ratio of the final weight after full absorption
to the initial weight of the foam), for a 60-C foam are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. The foams demonstrated high absorption
capacities for various organic solvents and oils, achieving
120–275 g g−1 depending on the liquid density.

After liquid absorption, the foams could be recycled by
desorption of the liquid sorbent by heat. To do this, the
sorbent was first partially removed by squeezing the foam
using a hot aluminium block. The foam was then left on the
hot block which led to evaporation of the remaining liquid by
heat. After liquid removal, the foams retained their original
shape and size. A video of the desorption process for recycling
of the foams is provided in the ESI.† Compressive mechanical
properties of the foams were measured after five cycles of
liquid absorption and desorption. The compressive mechan-
ical properties of the recycled foam showed almost no change
in compressive strength at 80% strain after the liquid absorp-
tion and desorption cycles.

4. Conclusions

In summary, stacked dry-spun sheets of aligned CNTs were
infiltrated with PyC through a CVI method to fabricate an-

Fig. 7 Application of ACNT/C foams as catalyst support materials. (A,B)
Photograph of ZnO coated foam before and after photodeposition of
Ag. (C,D) SEM image of photodeposited Ag on ACNT/C foam.

Fig. 8 (A,B) Photographs showing hydrophobic (A) and oleophilic (B)
nature of ACNT/C foams. (C) Absorption capacity (Q) of ACNT/C foams
measured for a range of organic solvents and oils in terms of their
density. The dashed line shows increasing absorption capacity for higher
density liquids.
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isotropic carbon nanotube foams with ultralow densities.
Unlike other routes for fabrication of CNT aerogels, foam and
sponges, this processing method allows the fast synthesis of
CNT foams with any desired size. Deposition of PyC made the
surface of CNTs rough and coated the junctions between nano-
tubes inside the inter-connected network of the sheet, which
led to foam-like recovery of the structure after compression.
The ACNT/C foams can be tuned by changing the carbon in-
filtration time to control thermal transport and mechanical
properties. Samples with longer PyC treatment times exhibited
greater compressive strength and energy absorption while
having lower thermal diffusivity. Super-low thermal conduc-
tivities (as low as 0.026 Wm−1 K−1) paired with the known
thermal stability of carbon materials, suggests the application
of these foams as thermal insulation for high temperature
applications. Also, compressive mechanical properties of
ACNT/C foams were unchanged over the large temperature
range of −100 to 300 °C as revealed by DMA testing. Electrical
resistance of these foams showed stable, linear dependency to
applied compressive strain, making these foams acceptable for
application as strain/pressure sensors. Oleophilic ACNT/C
foams showed great oil absorption capacity, up to 275 times
their own weight, making them applicable for water treatment
and oil spill cleanup while photoreduction experiments
demonstrate the potential of these foams to be used as catalyst
support materials.
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